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The ongoing Zika outbreak is unprecedented.

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) is working diligently to protect
America’s health, safety and security from this alarming threat. Never before in history
has the bite of an infected mosquito resulted in a devastating birth defect. The dangerous
virus, which can also be transmitted through sexual transmission and blood transfusions, is
spreading rapidly in many parts of the world. And local transmission is now occurring in the
United States and its territories.
As part of its response, CDC’s top priority is to protect pregnant women and to reduce
the number of infants affected by microcephaly—a severe birth defect characterized by
an abnormally small head and underdeveloped brain—and other serious developmental
disabilities. A significant number of pregnant women in the United States and territories are
infected with Zika, and that number will grow.
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SUPPORTING OUR WORK

Partnership Solution
Until a vaccine is developed and proven safe, the CDC Foundation is helping to bridge
critical gaps and expand CDC’s domestic emergency response efforts to combat the Zika
virus and protect those at greatest risk. As Zika evolves and spreads, $35 to $50 million in
flexible private-sector funding is urgently needed to enable CDC to act swiftly. The CDC
Foundation is working with CDC and partners to address a variety of critical needs.

CDC Funding Priorities
Provide access to free, effective
contraception and counseling for women in
Puerto Rico who choose to delay or avoid
pregnancy during the Zika outbreak.

Improve clinical care for pregnant women
infected with Zika, including increased
ultrasound capacity and psychosocial
support for families.

Deploy Zika education and awareness
campaigns to help individuals and
communities understand how to best protect
pregnant women, both in Puerto Rico and
the continental United States.

Mobilize community engagement through
schools to involve students, parents and
teachers to fight against Zika.
Boost effective vector control efforts in
Puerto Rico to protect individuals and
communities from mosquito bites.

Unite with the CDC Foundation to Stop Zika
Established by Congress more than two
decades ago, the CDC Foundation advances
the mission of the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention through philanthropy
and public-private partnerships that protect
the health, safety, and security of America
and the world.
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Please join the CDC Foundation to take
these critical activities to scale. To discuss
giving opportunities, contact Laura Angel:

404-653-0790
langel@cdcfoundation.org
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